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Banking on Common Sense Formula: Responsibility to Customers & Community
think a bank misses the boat,” he said. Those good things, he explained,
include creating jobs and providing home equity loans, which contribute to
the economic vibrancy of the region. But they also include getting involved
through philanthropy and becoming engaged with the community by forming
partnerships with agencies. “We get deeply involved in communities by
extending the intellectual capital of our people,” he explained.
Travaglianti cited Commerce Bank partnerships with agencies including
Community Development Corporation of Long Island (CDC) and the Long
Island Housing Partnership.
And, of course, when a bank shares its resources, it contributes to the health of
a region, which ultimately leads to growth of the bank itself.
Travaglianti recalled that when he was with EAB, the bank opened a branch
at the “four corners” section of Amityville in 1998. Although some skeptics
thought it wasn’t the best decision at the time, he said, it turned out just the
opposite. “That created an environment that became contagious. Other small
businesses took hold because of the stability that a bank brings,” he said. “It’s
a good example of being a change agent. It changed the tenor of the whole
community.”
(L to R) Luncheon keynote speaker Ed Travaglianti (Commerce Bank), Luncheon Sponsor
Kevin Mileti (Commerce Bank), Luncheon Sponsor Mary Messa (Suffolk Federal Credit
Union), Luncheon Sponsor John Alogna (Austin & Williams), HIA Chairman of the Board Ed
Pruitt (CEO), Luncheon Sponsor Al Cipoletti (Ingentra HR Services), Luncheon Sponsor Chuck
Valenti (Northwestern Mutual Financial Network).

By Lynn Zawacki
Flip through the dictionary and you’ll find the word “bank” defined as “an
institution for receiving, lending, exchanging and safeguarding money.” True
enough. But if you asked Ed Travaglianti, president of Commerce Bank Long
Island, the meaning of the word, he would give you a much broader definition
of a bank’s role in the community.
He did just that at the HIA’s November 8th luncheon, “The Business of
Banking,” held at Windows on the Lake in Lake Ronkonkoma. Attendees, who
turned out in large numbers from area banks, packed the room to hear the
featured speaker give his views. Travaglianti spoke of the privilege of being in
the banking industry and the “unique responsibility that goes with it” to serve
the community.

When Hurricane Katrina hit, Commerce Bank visited schools and encouraged
students to donate to the emergency relief effort via its coin-counting machines.
The bank donated receipts and provided some matching funds. “The coin
counters teach children the value of saving. This program taught children the
value of giving. We collected more than $500,000,” said Travaglianti.
“These are two examples of how a commercial bank is supposed to conduct its
business,” he said. “There’s a certain sense of humanity that goes with business.
Good corporate citizens embody the things I talked about.”
He also stated that when bank mergers create megabanks, “there is more
distance between the customer. It doesn’t allow for connectivity.”
He emphasized that “service is the cornerstone” in banking and noted that much
of Commerce Bank’s growth has come from other banks “who have taken their
eye off the ball.”
According to Travaglianti, a responsible commercial bank has a “commonsense formula” of do’s and don’ts: do get involved in the community, do get to
know the customer — don’t “provide the resources to do stupid things.”

Travaglianti, a 36-year veteran of commercial banking and former president
of EAB, joined Commerce Bank in February 2004. Established in 1973 and
headquartered in Cherry Hill, New Jersey, Commerce Bank has branches in
eight states and Washington, D.C. It offers 24/7 service and has a reputation
for “wowing” customers.
New Commerce Bank branches, distinguished by their free Penny Arcade coincounting machines in the lobbies, seem to be sprouting up all over the place. As
the new HIA president Terri Alessi-Miceli put it, “You cannot drive by a corner
of Long Island without seeing a Commerce Bank.”
And exactly how many of those banks are there? “Twenty-six new branches in
two years, all buy and build. We plan for 75 in Nassau and Suffolk,” answered
Travaglianti. Commercial banks, such as Commerce, he said, are highly
regulated and very strictly governed.
“When a commercial bank lends money, it primes the economic pump,” said
Travaglianti. “The spectrum of activity touches manufacturing, service-oriented
industries, exporters and importers. It impacts the corporate and consumer side
on a broad scale.”
“If we can’t go at it as an industry and do good things in business, then I
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You have made your investment in a booth; have decided
how your booth sign will look, and what your “tag line” will
say. The application to be an exhibitor had been reviewed
and completed, and you have submitted this information
along with your check for your booth space. You are now
ready to exhibit at one of the major shows in your industry.
Or are you?
The above takes place almost every day all over the country
if not the world. But the experienced trade show exhibitor
knows that there is more to a trade show beside a sign or
graphics, a tag line and a booth.
The following are a few of the tasks that should be
considered when you exhibit at a trade show.
1. Invitations: Have you contacted your clients to invite
them to this show? What about your list of present
prospects and suspects? You should plan to send e-mails
blasts, snail mail and make telephone contact with clients
and prospects that you would like to invite, to have them
stop by your booth. Many people do not attend trade
shows because they are not invited.
2. Letters & E-mails: Develop letters and e-mails that
can be sent to your clients, prospects and suspects both
pre show and post show.
1. Show Theme: A trade show should be an experience.
It should reflect a positive attitude about your company,
products, people, and what to the future holds for your
company.
2. Company Booth Script: Everyone representing your
company, and standing booth duty should be telling
the same story about your company, products, delivery,
pricing and service.

3.

Literature & Handouts: 72% of the literature collected
at trade shows is thrown away before the attendee leaves
to go home. If you want to hand out literature make it
inexpensive, general and include something that the
attendee can use while at the trade show.
4. Opening Active Question: An opening active question
cannot be answered with a yes or a no, and should cause
the prospect to stop in order to respond and hopefully
ask more questions.
5. Qualification Form: You need more information than
the attendee’s name, title, company, and telephone
number to determine if this person is a worthwhile
prospect.
6. Elevator Statement: Your elevator statement should
be general enough to give a good understanding to the
listener as to what your company does and the products
and services offered.
7. Booth Etiquette: Be prepared to do business. Treat your
booth as you would your home. Make the space inviting,
and your introduction pleasing.
8. Client Profile: The profile of your client determines
where your focus will be and how you should proceed.
9. Set Goals & Objectives: If you do not set any goals or
objectives for your company at the trade show, you are
just an attendee not an exhibitor.    
Summary:
Trade shows are growing at a rate of 7% to 10%
a year. A company should include trade shows as part, if
not the main focus, of their marketing program. If planned
correctly, trade shows can be the most cost effective and
expeditious way to generate qualified sales opportunities.
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